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Thank you for the opportunity to address “access to justice in the promotion and protection of the 

rights of indigenous peoples”.   

 

As affirmed in the ICJ Declaration on Access to Justice and Right to a Remedy in International 

Human Rights Systems: 

 

All persons, groups and peoples must be able to access justice effectively at the 

national and international levels. To this end, States must act to ensure equality in 

access to justice ... to give effect to human rights obligations, including the right to a 

remedy and reparation.
1
 

 

Failure to ensure “access to justice” has far-reaching consequences on such principles as justice, 

democracy, human rights, rule of law, equality, non-discrimination, good governance and good 

faith.  

 

Good governance requires States to support Indigenous peoples' human rights and their governing 

institutions.  National legislation must not be used to subjugate or exploit Indigenous peoples. 

 

Our Joint Statement focuses on Indigenous peoples' access to justice in Canada. We have grave 

concerns that ongoing actions by the Canadian government impede access to justice. Such conduct 

is inconsistent with the spirit of partnership or with harmonious and cooperative relations. 

 

Access to justice is often assessed in terms of the availability of both judicial and non-judicial 

remedies.  Remedies become illusory if they are not accessible.  The Supreme Court of Canada has 

ruled: “There cannot be a rule of law without access, otherwise the rule of law is replaced by a rule 

of men and women who decide who shall and who shall not have access to justice.”
2
  

 

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has affirmed: “the right of every person to simple and 

rapid remedy or to any other effective remedy ... to protect them against acts which violate their 

fundamental rights ... is one of the basic mainstays ... of the Rule of Law in a democratic society”.
3
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The right to an effective remedy is entrenched in diverse international human rights instruments, 

including the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
4
  

 

Article 40 of the UN Declaration affirms that the right to effective remedies applies to both 

individual and collective rights. In addition, Indigenous peoples have the “right to access to and 

prompt decision through just and fair procedures for the resolution of conflicts and disputes with 

States or other parties”. This also includes non-judicial procedures. Such a decision “shall give due 

consideration to the customs, traditions, rules and legal systems of the indigenous peoples 

concerned and international human rights”. 

 

For Indigenous peoples, the human right to an effective remedy is crucial.  Yet when they seek a 

legal remedy in domestic courts, the Canadian government invokes extreme arguments and 

aggressive procedures so as to delay such cases for years.
5
  Such an approach is inconsistent with 

principles of justice, fairness, cooperation and good faith. 

 

Throughout Canada’s history, in virtually every court case relating to Aboriginal and Treaty rights, 

federal and provincial governments choose to act as an adversary.  No other people in Canada are 

automatically subjected to such consistently adverse treatment.
6
 

 

Doctrines of racial superiority are invalid.
7
 Yet federal and provincial governments in Canada are 

still invoking the doctrine of “discovery” in domestic courts to deny or limit Aboriginal title to 

lands or territories.
8
 This impedes the progressive development of Indigenous peoples' rights.  As a 

result, no Indigenous peoples in Canada have succeeded in affirming such title through the courts.
9
  

The impoverishment of Indigenous peoples is perpetuated. 

 

The following actions further illustrate how Indigenous peoples' access to justice is impeded: 

 

1. Since 2006 the Canadian government has refused to acknowledge that Indigenous peoples' 

collective rights are human rights. This is inconsistent with the position of its own Canadian 

Human Rights Commission,
10
 as well as the practice within the UN system for over 30 

years.  

 

2. Contrary to international and Canadian law,
11
 Canada claims

12
  that the Declaration is 

merely an “aspirational” instrument with no legal effect.
13
  It is only when Canada is being 

challenged before a domestic court
14
 or a UN treaty body

15
 that the government alters this 

position.  In June 2013, the Aboriginal Affairs Minister denied that the Declaration has any 

effect on the “government's treaty and aboriginal rights obligations”.
16
 

 

In March 2011, Canada released updated guidelines to federal officials on “Aboriginal 

Consultation and Accommodation”. These guidelines characterize the Declaration as 

“aspirational” and “a non-legally binding document that does not change Canadian laws. 

Therefore, it does not alter the legal duty to consult”.
 17
 

 

3. During the negotiations of the Nagoya Protocol, Canada and other Parties insisted on the 

term used in the 1993 Convention on Biological Diversity, namely, “indigenous and local 
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communities” – rather than “indigenous peoples and local communities”. Despite use of the 

term “peoples” in Canada's Constitution,
18
 the government maintains this position.  

 

For Canada to restrict or deny the status of Indigenous peoples as “peoples”, so that the 

effect is to impair or deny them their human rights violates the International Convention on 

the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
19
 and the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights.
20
  Impairing the status of Indigenous peoples is part of a broader 

strategy to undermine their rights in the Protocol, including the right to self-determination. 

 

4. In 1999 the Human Rights Committee expressed its regret to Canada that “no explanation 

was given ... concerning the elements that make up [the concept of self-determination]” as it 

applies to Indigenous peoples in Canada.
21
 Canada was urged “to report adequately on 

implementation of article 1 of the Covenant in its next periodic report.”
22
 This request has 

not been fulfilled. 

 

The term “peoples” has a particular legal status and all “peoples” have the right of self-

determination.
23
  This same legal status and right are not recognized in regard to 

“minorities” or “communities” per se.  Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous 

peoples, James Anaya, has affirmed: “The right of self-determination is a foundational right, 

without which indigenous peoples’ human rights, both collective and individual, cannot be 

fully enjoyed.”
24
 

 

5. Canada has failed to honour and implement the numbered treaties in accordance with their 

spirit and intent
25
 – especially in relation to lands and resources. Governments in Canada 

continue to issue licenses and permits to industry without regard to the “duty to consult and 

accommodate” or the right to “free, prior and informed consent” of Indigenous peoples. 

Such prejudicial actions have contributed to the impoverishment of First Nations and a wide 

range of socio-economic disadvantages and impacts.
26
 

 

The Land Claims Agreements Coalition has indicated the “Government of Canada has failed 

universally to fully implement the spirit and intent and the broad socio-economic objectives 

of all modern land agreements.”
27
 

 

6. In 2012, Canada adopted two omnibus “budget” laws (approx. 900 pages) that significantly 

weakened environmental safeguards.
28
 In rushing through the adoption of such laws without 

careful scrutiny, the integrity of Parliament was undermined. The strong objections of 

Indigenous peoples were undemocratically ignored. 

 

7. In regard to Indigenous women and girls, there is a wide range of issues where they receive 

substandard treatment and continue to be discriminated against in Canada. A critical, 

ongoing concern is the violence against Aboriginal women – especially the hundreds of 

unresolved cases of missing and murdered Aboriginal women.  

 

As the Native Women's Association of Canada has indicated: “Canada does not yet have in 

place a co-ordinated National Action Plan, with detailed and concrete measures, to address 

the root causes and remedy the consequences of the violence against Aboriginal women and 
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girls.”
29
 Aboriginal leaders are also calling for a national public inquiry into the issue of 

missing and murdered Aboriginal women. 

 

8. The Canadian government has recently imposed significant funding cuts on Indigenous 

peoples’ national and regional institutions.
30
  Such unilateral actions increase vulnerability 

and undermine self-determination.  According to the government, the cuts are intended to 

limit “advocacy” funding for Indigenous peoples.  However, advocacy is an integral part of 

promoting and defending Indigenous peoples’ human rights.
31
 The ICJ Declaration on 

Access to Justice and Right to a Remedy affirms that “[e]nsuring effective access to justice 

also entails empowering the most marginalized and disadvantaged people.”
32
 

 

9. Overrepresentation of Indigenous people in Canada’s prisons continues to get worse. In the 

past five years alone, the population of aboriginal inmates in federal penitentiaries increased 

by 43 per cent. Today, aboriginal people make up 23 per cent of all inmates in federal 

institutions despite representing just 4 per cent of Canada’s population.
33
 The Correctional 

Investigator for Canada has criticized the federal government for doing little to address this 

situation. 

 

 

Recommendations to EMRIP 

 

1. The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples constitutes a principled framework for 

justice and reconciliation.  In order to ensure access to justice, it is necessary to utilize the 

Declaration and other international human rights law. 

 

2. States must take effective measures to eliminate barriers that impede Indigenous peoples’ access 

to justice. These include discriminatory laws, policies and practices. 

 

3. States must take immediate measures, in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, to ensure that 

doctrines of superiority, such as “discovery” are not invoked in court cases or negotiations, 

particularly in regard to Indigenous peoples’ lands, territories and resources. 

 

4. There cannot be a rule of law without access.  States have an obligation to ensure access to justice 

so that the right of Indigenous peoples to an effective remedy is fully realized.   

 

5. Too often, Indigenous peoples face slow, costly, ineffective or burdensome legal and other 

processes that serve to deny them enjoyment of their human rights. States must cease invoking 

extreme arguments and aggressive procedures in judicial and administrative processes, so as to 

deprive Indigenous peoples their human right to an effective remedy. 
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